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ABSTRACT

when financial entities participate on a financial contract;
an example is the complex supply chain required to create
a mortgage backed securities contract. There are also business relationships between competitors, or contextual relationships, e.g., plaintiff and defendant in litigation around a
financial product.
In this demonstration paper, we consider two datasets
of financial documents (FD) that are filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). One dataset contains
the prospectuses for residential mortgage backed securities
(resMBS). These resMBS prospectuses typically are required
to provide precise details about the role played by each participating financial entity. We can expect the same roles
to be repeated across the documents, and this dataset will
be relatively complete with respect to knowledge about the
entities and their roles. A second dataset includes annual
and quarterly SEC filings (10-K and 10-Q) that discuss the
activities of a financial entity. Each entity can decide on
the activity to be reported, and these relationships may be
complex and incompletely described in the documents. In
each case, we extract the following triples:
(FD, Role, FI = Mentioned entity).
We assume that the mentioned entity (FI) is playing the
corresponding role with respect to the resMBS contract described in the FD, in the first dataset. In the second dataset,
we assume that the mentioned entity is playing the role with
with respect to the entity that is filing the FD (10-K or 10Q).
Our models are motivated by the intuition that financial
entities will form communities, and that an entity in a community is more likely to collaborate, with other entities in
that community, on other products. An entity will also continue to play the same role, in other financial contracts or
other communities. Inspired by the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and topic models, we develop several probabilistic financial community models and we use those models
to identify interesting financial communities. Each financial
document (FD) is represented as a bag of words (phrases),
where the words are the mentioned entities (FI) and the
roles (Role).
We develop the following models: 1. FI-C: each FD is a
bag of FIs (words); 2. Role-FI-C: each FD is a bag of Role-FI
pairs (words);
Our observations are as follows: 1. Some communities reflect known relationships while others may provide some financial insight into the behavior of some financial products.
2. The topics uncovered from FI-C and Role-FI-C models
show that the role played by an entity can be very signifi-

Understanding relationships among financial entities can provide insight into the behavior of complex financial eco-systems.
In this demonstration paper, we consider datasets of financial documents that describe the activity or role played by a
financial institution (FI), typically with respect to a financial product or another financial entity. We develop community models based on financial institutions (FI) and their
behavior or activity described by their roles (Role). Our
models are based on an intuitive assumption that FIs will
form communities, and FIs within a community are more
likely to collaborate with other FIs in that community, and
to play the same role, in other communities. Inspired by the
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and topic models, we develop several probabilistic financial community models and
we use those models to identify interesting financial communities in two datasets.
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INTRODUCTION

There is a long and successful history of research in computational finance and financial engineering. The focus of
much of this prior work included models for pricing or valuation of products; algorithms to make trading decisions;
agents and simulations to understand the behavior of markets. In this research, we shift the focus to understand relationships between financial entities, and the roles that these
entities play in a financial contract or product.
The relationships between financial entities are diverse
and complex and may not be transparent. The most well
understood relationship is of a parent entity with its subsidiaries or affiliates; these relationships are typically transparent. Other important transactional relationships such as
a private ownership position or a repurchase agreement (repos) are typically hidden. There are indirect relationships
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cant. 3. From resMBS Role-FI-C topics, we isolated topics
where financial entities that were bad players prior to the
2008 US financial crisis were dominant and played multiple roles. These may be considered toxic topics that are of
interest to regulators.
There has been prior work on extracting financial entities
and relationships from documents [3, 4] To our knowledge,
our work reported in [10] is the first to apply probabilistic graphical models to understand financial communities.
We continue that research with this demonstration paper
reporting on experiments to explore financial communities.

2.

Count of documents
Count of distinct FIs
Count of FI occurrences
Count of distinct Roles
Distinct (Role FI) pairs
Count of (Role FI) occ.

resMBS
FI-C
3146
96
36945

resMBS
Role-FI-C
4472
96
33
267
41075

FEIIIY2
both
562
214
7155
9
409
7155

Table 1: Summary statistics for the resMBS and
FEIIIY2 financial documents.

DATASETS

3.

We consider two datasets, resMBS and FEIIIY2; both are
public documents filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) [8]. resMBS includes 5000+ prospectuses for residential mortgage backed securities that were issued by private labels and filed with the SEC between 2002
and 2008. FEIIIY2 includes 150+ 10-K filings and 500+ 10Q filings from 27 financial entities filed between 2011 and
2016.
We briefly discuss the extraction process to create the
datasets; details are available in [3, 9]. The extraction pipeline
is developed using the rule-based algebraic information extraction system, SystemT [5]. Dict NER [9] is a special
purpose Named Entity Recognizer that is tuned to extract
financial institition (FI) names. FI names are typically composed of a root, which is usually unique, and a suffix which
is drawn from a small corpus of suffix terms. Dict NER
utilizes both a root dictionary and a suffix dictionary to recognize FI names. Rank ER [9] performs entity resolution on
the extracted FI name and maps each FI name to a corpus
of standardized FI names obtained from multiple sources including the ABSNet portal [1] and the National Information
Center of the Federal Reserve System [7]. A Role Extraction module uses keyword matching to extract roles such as
issuer, depositor, sponsor, etc. Role keywords were defined
for the two datasets. A Role Participant Matching module
pairs a role with one or more FI names.
Figure 1 illustrates the summary section of a resMBS
prospectus for a mortgage backed security. Example FI
names in this summary are Wachovia Bank, National City,
HSBC Bank, etc. We can also extract the Role played by
the FIs, e.g., depositor, issuing entity, seller, sponsor, originator, servicer, trustee, etc. Consider the three columns
in the lower part of the figure; this includes the Role, the
extracted name of the mentioned entity, and the matching
standardized FI name (determined after entity resolution).
For example, Wachovia, identified as FI380, plays the role of
depositor, issuing entity, seller and sponsor, for this exemplar FD. Similarly, National City Bank, identified as FI263,
plays the role of originator and servicer.
Details about the quality of the FI mentions and Role Participant matching are in [3, 6, 9]. We note that the quality
of the extracted triples dataset is very good for resMBS. For
FEIIIY2, the performance of the Role Participant Matching
module requires additional tuning. We only used a subset
of the FEIIIY2 that appeared to be of higher quality.
Summary statistics for resMBS FI-C, resMBS Role-FI-C
and FEIIIY2 (for FI-C and Role-FI-C) are in Table 1.

FINANCIAL COMMUNITY MODELS

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2] is a generative
probabilistic model for collections of discrete data (documents). LDA represents each document as a random mix
over latent topics, where each topic is characterized by a
distribution over words. Given the hyper-parameters α and
β, the probability of a document with N words is
Z
p(w|α, β) =

p(θ|α)(

N X
Y

p(zn |θ)p(wn |zn , β))dθ

(1)

n=1 zn

where w = {w1 , w2 , . . . , wN } is a set of N words, θ is a
topic mixture sampled from a Dirichlet distribution parameterized by α, zn represents a topic sampled from a multinomial distribution conditioned on θ, and each word wn is
sampled from a multinomial distribution conditioned on zn
and parameterized by β. LDA is a three-level hierarchical
Bayesian model. The parameters α and β are corpus level
parameters, assumed to be sampled once in the process of
generating a corpus. The variables θ are document-level
variables, sampled once per document. Finally, the variables zn and wn are word-level variables, sampled once for
each word in each document.
We use FD to denote a financial document, FI to denote a
financial institution, and Role-FI to denote a pair comprising a role and an FI. We build three models, FI-C, Role-FI-C
and UNION-C. In FI-C, each FD is a bag of FIs (words),
corresponding to a random mix over latent probabilistic FI
communities, where each probabilistic FI community is characterized by a distribution over FIs. In Role-FI-C, each FD
is a bag of Role-FI pairs (words), and each probabilistic
Role-FI community is characterized by a distribution over
Role-FI pairs. UNION-C represents each FD as the union
of FIs and Role-FI pairs; similarly, each community is a distribution over both FIs and Role-FI pairs.
The models were implemented using the Python sklearn
toolkit. 1 We evaluated the quality of the communities
(topics) using a coherence metric and the explanation and
generative ability of our models over test documents using
a perplexity metric; details are presented in [10].

4.

DEMONSTRATION RESULTS

Given that this was a small dataset, we set the number
of topics to 30. Using the probability distribution of words
across all the topics, we used a threshold of 0.05 to filter out
words from topics. We then chose a threshold probability of
0.10 to determine when a word was significant to the topic.
1
http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.
decomposition.LatentDirichletAllocation.html
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Summary section of WACHOVIA_1393388_0001068238-07-000417

Extracted tuples:
(Role;
(Depositor;
(Issuing Entity;
(Seller;
(Sponsor;
(Originators;
(Originators;
(Originators;
(Servicers;
(Servicers;
(Servicers;
(Trustee;
(Master Servicer;

Dict-NER Participant;
Wachovia Mortgage Loan Trust, LLC;
Wachovia Mortgage Loan Trust, LLC Series 2007-A;
Wachovia Bank, National Association;
Wachovia Bank, National Association;
National City Mortgage;
Fifth Third Mortgage Company;
SunTrust Mortgage, Inc.;
National City Mortgage Co.;
National City;
Fifth Third Mortgage Company;
HSBC Bank Association;
U.S. Bank National Association;

Rank-ER FI-ID)
FI380:Wachovia),
FI380:Wachovia),
FI380:Wachovia),
FI380:Wachovia),
FI263:National City),
FI145:Fifth Third Bank),
FI345:SunTrust),
FI263:National City),
FI263:National City),
FI145:Fifth Third Bank)
FI183:HSBC),
FI363:U.S. Bank),

Figure 1: Summary section of an example prospectus and the extracted 3-tuples.
We note that further experiments are needed to determine
a good set of parameters.
Topics that are composed of a single significant word or
two words were considered to be simple topics and we do
not explore them in this discussion. A visualization of more
complex topics, each of which contains at least three significant words is available at the following site: 2

4.1

Figure 3 shows selected resMBS Role-FI-C topics; recall
that for these communities, the words are (Role, FI) pairs.
For ease of visualization we do not show the role labels.
What is notable is that the topics are very different compared to the FI-C topics of Figure 2. This reflects that the
role played by the FI is indeed very significant.
• Our first observation is that Countrywide Securities
Corporation and Countrywide Home Loans play a significant role in multiple Role-FI-C topics. This is in
contrast to Figure 2 where only Wells Fargo is seen to
be significant across multiple FI-C topics. An explanation is that Countrywide Securities Corporation and
Countrywide Home Loans may be consistently playing
the same role across multiple resMBS contracts. As a
result, the corresponding (Role, FI) pairs become more
significant in the Role-FI-C model. In contrast, an FI
that has multiple roles across contracts may find its
corresponding (Role, FI) pairs becoming less significant.

resMBS Communities

Figure 2 shows some resMBS FI-C topics. The topic
identifier is on the left and the standardized FI name is
on the right. The width of the edge corresponds to the
probability of the word in that topic.
• We note that each topic is complex and contains an
average of 5 FI names. The FI Wells Fargo is seen to
be significant across multiple topics; the edge width
also shows that it plays a very prominent role in these
topics. Deutsche Bank is the next most significant FI.
• Not surprisingly, most topics correspond to known financial relationships. For example, in Topic 4, Aurora
is a subsidiary of Lehman Brothers. Similarly, in Topic
7, EMC Mortgage is a subsidiary of Bear Stearns.

• Topics 6, 7 and 10 are of particular interest. Topic 6
is associated with IndyMac, topic 7 is associated with
First Horizon Home Loan Corp and topic 10 is associated with Ameriquest. These three FIs, Ameriquest
and First Horizon and IndyMac, all issued sub-prime
mortgages that played a prominent role in the 2008
US financial crisis. Ameriquest failed in 2007 and IndyMac failed in 2008.

• The following topics reflect financial communities that
do not share a known parent or affiliate relationship:
Topic 6: (Deutsche Bank, IndyMac, Wells Fargo);
Topic 8: (Cendant, Chase Manhattan, Wells Fargo);
Such topics may be of interest to a financial analyst.
For example, they may want to determine the number
of prospectuses issued by some community, or they
may want to study the performance of securities associated with prospectuses issued by some community.
2

Figure 4 shows these resMBS Role-FI-C topics 6, 7 and
10, (from Figure 3) with their role labels displayed. We can
see that each of these communities is dominated by one of
the FIs. This FI notably plays multiple roles in the community.

https://dsfin.umiacs.umd.edu/topicmodels/
3

Figure 2: resMBS: FI Communities

Figure 3: resMBS: Role-FI Communities (with Role
not displayed).

It was well understood that prior to the financial crisis,
there were known bad players that were issuers of resMBS
securities contracts, originators of the sub-prime mortgages,
or otherwise played a significant role in some toxic financial
products. Our observations from Figure 4 and the resMBS
Role-FI-C model may suggest that communities where an FI
is significant, and where that same FI plays multiple roles,
may be worth further investigation by financial analysts and
financial regulators.

4.2

cant financial entities and their roles.
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FEIIIY2 Communities

We briefly comment on some sample FEIIIY2 communities. We observe that the role is indeed significant and as a
result, the FI-C topics of Figure 5 and the Role-FI-C topics
of Figure 6 show many differences.
For example, both BNY and U.S. Bancorp are significant
in Figure 5 but are less significant in Figure 6. In contrast,
State Street becomes very significant in Figure 6, where it
plays the roles of counterparty and agent in topic 2. Similarly, Charles Schwab becomes very significant in Figure 6
where it plays the role of trustee on topic 0.

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This demonstration paper used multiple probabilistic topic
models to uncover communities in two datasets. The topics uncovered from FI-C and Role-FI-C models show that
the role played by an entity can be very significant. From
resMBS Role-FI-C topics, we isolated topics where financial
entities that were bad players prior to the 2008 US financial
crisis played multiple roles. In future work, we will further
refine our models and explore the relevance of topics. We
will do this by extending our datasets to include both relevant financial performance indicators as well as sentences
from the documents that provide information about signifi-

Figure 4: resMBS: Role-FI Communities (with Role
displayed).
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Figure 5: FEIIIY2: FI Communities.
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Figure 6: FEIIIY2:
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